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sliding surfaces varies between«,» 450+ ^ 2» 
60° and 52° and the corresponding angles 
of direction of earth pressure also vary be
tween narrow limits such as: \  - 19° and » 
J0°. The assumption for <<Jin the case of vert
ical wall: 6 -1/3 <f- 2/S <p suggested by Prof. 
Moller is far from being correct, rather 
¿-(2/J-))<pmay be suggested.

Im most practical cases, when (1 - 90°, 
minimum earth pressure is present.

If the slope of the back of the wall a) 
and b )(}<(!, no minimum earth pressure is 

acting; in ca6e a) the earth pressure has to 
be computed from Rankine's theory taking <x - 
45° +<p/2= const ; in case b) it has to be de

termined with Rebhann - Poncelet's construction 
using - constant.

3. POINT Of ATTACK Of EARTH PRESSURE.
This problem can be solved with theoretic

al correctness by making a new assumption on
ly. (See another paper of the author 4). It 
is certain, however, that the point of attack 
is not far from the bottom 1/3 rd distanced**
- 90°).

It was proved above, that Rankine's slid
ing surfaces inclined at . 450 -t-tp/2. may 
reach to back surface AB of limit slopefJt(Fig. 
10). Then, the stress distribution in linear 
on the back of the wall AB*, according to Ran
kine's theorem, that is, it attacks the wall 
at 1/3 rd distance taken from below (D’).
The resultant weight G' of prism ABB a acts in 
the same point, thus, on basis of vectorial re
solution, earth pressure S_jn inclined at 1)

also passes through point D*. n
Cosidering Fig. 9., if cp « 30 ,fl - 100 

and & =. 25°, thus
. _ A B  sin 7 5*
A D  ------------------- - “ 0,3 6 H

3 3 in 6 5"cos 10
corresponds well to Muller-Breslau's test re
sults.

Acknowledgement is made to Assist. Z. Hamory 
for working out numerical examples and to A.

FIG. 10

K6zdi, instructor, for the arrangement of the 
manuscript.
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I I 4 NOVEL THEORY OF EARTH PRESSURE

Prof. Dr. JÖZSEF JAKY

The two branches of Classical Earth Press
ure Theory are based upon essentially differ
ent assumptions. The single sliding surface in 
Coulomb's theory goes through the lower corner 
or the retaining wall, its direction is deter
mined by the maximum value of earth pressure. 
Rankine assumes an infinite number of parallel 
sliding surfaces the slope of which is deter
mined by the slope of the surface.

While the first leaves the question of 
point of attack open, the second on the basis 
of the stress diagram, deduces the hydrostatic 
distribution of earth pressure, so it is act
ing at a point at one third distance from be
low ( H/3 ).

Several attempts have been made in the 
last decade to generalize Coulomb's earth press
ure theory (Terzaghi 1), Hertwig 2), Jfiky
3) ) in order to prove theoretically the fact, 
that earth pressure works higher than H/3 from 
below. The present paper also intends to es
tablish a theory correct from point of view of 
equilibrium and furnishes an optional point 
of attack.

The theory is based on the following as
sumptions:

1) There is only one surface of sliding 
and this is a plane.

2) For the sake of simplicity cohesionless 
soil is dealt with - that is on the sliding
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FIG. 1

surface: t = n tg cp - but this is not essential, 
the theory may be easily extended to cohesive 
soils.

3) The conditions of equilibrium are con
sidered for the vertical elementary prism hav
ing thickness dx (Fig. 1).

In this manner the forces N and T acting 
on a vertical wall may be computed, but stress
es in an arbitrary point of the earth mass 
will not be known yet, nor are they given by 
Coulomb's theory.

a) BASIC AQUATIONS.

Considering the conditions of equilibrium 
of vertical and horizontal forces acting on 
prism E FG, including the equation of moments 
we obtain:

d N .
---cTi-t c o tg cx
d y

dT

(1)

—  = ij y cotgoc - (n cotg o< + t) (2)
d u

Using for the arm of force N the symbol 
and designing M - = N tj , the equation of moments 
is:

d M  dr] dN
---= Tcotg cx + (Ti-t cotg <x) — ! +— tj (3)
d ¡j d ij d y

There are four unknown terms in Eq. (1) - (3), 
therefore, to solve the problem, a further 
equation is needed. Tie have to make a new plaus
ible or experimentally proved assumption. This 
may be of aany kinds, either a relationship be
tween T ar.d N or t and y is assumed, or the 
distance rj of the point of attack is fixed in a 
manner which seems to be natural. The new fourth 
equation is the key of the problem. From vari
ous possibilities the last is chosen.

On two vertical section of the wedge ABC 
the point of attack is known (Fig. 2), on the 
back AB of the wall point of attack D of force
E, its ordinate from above is t|0 , at point C 
of the wall of height y = O' the point of attack 
coincides with C, that is t\ = 0. The locus of 
points of attack may be determined by some 
curve connecting points D and C. It is evident 
that this curve does not differ greatly from 
straight line CD. It is intended to deal in the 
following with this simple case, that is a 
straight line is assumed for the curve of points 
of attack (thrust line). Thus, the relation

FIG. 2

k - ^ . ^  
U H

Substituting in Eq. (3):

= constant (4)

(5)
d N

T-NKtgoc + (k-1) tgot ij ----
d >j

Eliminating values of N and T from Eq.(l) 
(2) and (5) and considering that t = n tg q> we 
get after reductions:
jt 1 r .It rcotg'oc 
---------- (2 k-1) +cotgtx cotg(«-<p) —  - —-----------—
dij l-k L Ju (l-k)(cotg cp-cotgoj

(6)Introducing abbreviations:
2 k-1 + cotg« cotg («-<?) 

p .  
• !-k . sin cos oc (7)

(l~k)aiti« aiti {« — cp) 
we obtain the fundamental equation of earth 
pressure:

dt t
— - p—=-q* 
du u

whence

t — 5—  U i + C ij"
P-l

(3)

(8a)

C = constant of integration. Accoriing to Eq. 
(8a) stresses t and n are not distributed lin
early over the sliding plane but they follow 
a power parabolic law.

The constant of integration C may be de
termined if we know the state of stress in a 
given point of the sliding surface. This point 
can be the end point of the surface only, be
cause of y = 0 condition t » 0 is satisfied.

The further treatment of the matter 
branches off according to two alternatives.
1) The sliding plane may run out along a free 

surface (Fig. 3 a). This is the case of
timbering of cuts; or
2) point A is in the interior of earth mass 

(Fig. 3 b) then t^ 4= 0. This case is not

dealt within the range of this paper with, its 
treatment will be published elsewhere.

b) DETERMINATION OF EARTH PRESSURE ON TIMBER

ING OF CUTS.

Substituting into Eq. (8a) t = 0 at y = H. 
we obtain: <Ti 1
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FIG. 3

t----ij x
p -i H

P-l

(9)

The value of normal stress on the sliding 
surfaces

n=tcotg <p —  cotq <p ij y 
p-l

l-l (10)

The stress diagram is plotted on Fig. 4. 
Calculating the area and moment of the stress 
diagram, force Q acting on the sliding surface 
and its point of attack may he deduced, namely

Q.-------5------- ^  (11)
(p+1) sin« sin p 2 

the distance of point of attack:
2 p  + 1

s„=--------s
3 p +2

Eq. (12) shows that the point of attack S is 
located much higher than the lower third dis
tance and would act in the case p = 0 at H/3 
which is impossible with respect to Eq. (8a).

Substituting values of stresses t and n 
into Eq. (1) and (2) after integrating it may 
be deduced:

(12)

N<
q Sin(a-tp) Ij2t

(p-l)slnw sin <p

J___i_ M p -*

2 p+1 IH /
(13)

p-ll_ ktg« G sin(cx-<f>) . |3k-2
T--------------------- u r

(p - l)s in «  sin  cp

Substituting y * H we obtain the compon
ents of the earth pressure acting on timber
ing:

cotgBcx

E.-

k + cotgcx cotg(c*-cp)

kcotgoc 

k + cotgcx cotg (ex.- cp)

The direction of pressure:

tg  A - — -  k tg ot

Jl l

2

»*%

2

(14)

(15)

This is an important and fundamental thes
is of the novel earth pressure theory because 
it points out, that the line of earth pressure 
goes through the upper end point of the slid
ing surface, namely:

tg 6 =— — --- * k tg<x
H. cotg ix q • e . d.

The earth pressure appears in the equa
tions as a function of two variables, which 
are the locus of the point of attack and the 
slope of sliding surface, although it is a

FIG.4

function of -4 <* only as proved below.
Since plane AC inclined at angle « i s  a 

sliding surface, the so called Rebhann's theo
rem of the classical earth pressure theory re
lating to plane sliding surface holds accord
ing to which i

Q. - sin (oc- <p) (16)

Comparing this with Eq. (11) it follows: 
q ainc*

--------- = sin(cx-<p)
p + 1 sincp

substituting values q and p from (7 ) we have:
cos1« .

K=---------------- cotgo< cotg (o<-(p) ( 1 7 )
9in*(«-<p)

that is, the slope of the sliding surface de
termines a certain height of the point of at
tack ( ■>! = k H)

Substituting (17) into (14) we get
si"V-<p) H2j

(18)
sin*« 2 2

we have the horizontal component of the earth 
pressure and this is the wellknown formula of 
classical earth pressure theory, i.e. the press
ure exerted on struts is in complete agreement 
with Coulomb's earth pressure as assumed cor
rectly by Prof. Terzaghi in his gaper cited 
above.

Finally, we get the relation between ot 
and 6 still missing as follows. Substituting 
the value of k from Eq. (17) into Eq. (15) we 
obtain:

sino<eosM _ , . 
tg ---- — --- :—  cotg(cx-cp)

sin*(«-tp) 

solving the equation 

tg o<

(19)

1 11 sinif coso
tg <p + -------U— ------ —  ( 2 0 )

cos <p V sin(<p + o)

a formula known from the classical earth press
ure theory is obtained.

After this, we may resume the results ob
tained and sum up the way of calculation.

If the friction factor between timbering 
and earth is experimentally established (tg 6 ) 
the slope of the sliding surface may be comput
ed from Eq.(20) and on this basis the magnitude 
of earth pressure and the location of its point 
of attack will be known. Graphs on Fig. 5. fac-

v///////
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F IG. 5

Horizontal stress-- «„(t/m1)

FIG. 6

ilitate the calculation. The range of validity 
of the curves is limited hy i = 0 - <{>

Numerical example.

H = 6.0 m, angle of internal friction
cp = 35°

gularities, a uniform stress diagram may be as
sumed. The diagram, based on the above deriva
tions, would be bounded by a power parabola, 
the included area of which being equal to the 
resultant force, its line of gravity is locat
ed at the point of attack of earth pressure.

The general equation of this power para
bola:

o;-Auy

wherein A and m are constants to be determined. 
Since

f•Jo
CC d-U -Eh

and f«Jo
EhkH

integrating:
A

kEt

m-1

nn-1
m-1

dense sand cp = 35° * wall friction angle be
tween timber and sand. <5 = 32°, unit weight » *
1.8 t/m3; Eq. (20) gives: tg cx = 1.580, « = 57040* 
the horizontal component of earth pressure 
from Eq. (13): = 0 . 2 1 6 , 8 1 and the loca

tion of its point of attack k = 0.395» that is 
"H. “ 0.395 H = 2.37 m.

c) MULTIPLE-STRUT TIMBERING.

If the earth mass is supported continuous
ly by a retaining wall, the diagram of horizon
tal stresses is determined. The case of earth 
pressure on struts is absolutely different,the 
earth mass being supported in a single point, 
or using more struts in several points, that 
is, by single struts, therefore, the stress 
being a continuous and differentiable function 
of the neight of wall is not interpreted at 
all. But considering the distributive influ
ence of vertical lagging and ignoring the sin-

Dividing the Eq.

l T
... . HJ 

m+l 3 

(22) we obtain: 
■m + 1

(22)

whence

K-i
3

1
m ~ y

m + 2 

-3k

|k-l (23)

Since m has to be

(24)

, it follows from Eo.(23)

1 l 2 —  < k < —
3 3

Thus, the point of attack can be located 
only under the 1/3 rd distance below the upper 
edge, its deepest position is determined by 
k = 2/3. Practically this lowest limit is im
possible, because if - cp the upper limit 
is kmax and its value - as shown on Fig. 5.-

k - 0.4 - 0.45.

9k-4 (25)
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FIG. 7

wherein
sinJ(<x-<p)

sin2«

is the hydrostatic coefficient of earth press-
equation determiningure

the
Thus, the parabolic 

distribution of O'-:

<5’
3 k A

UÏ “(I)
ULd.1
2-3K

(26)
9K-4

Assuming = 350, 4 « 32°, x - 1.8 t/m?; 
diagram of CT* has been plotted on Fig. 6. 
In order to arrange the struts in a simple 
this parabola has been circumscribed by a 

trapez and struts set in the gravity lines of 
the triangles and parallelograms obtained. The

the

way,

distance between them is small in the upper 
section and increases with depth.

Another example (Fig. 7) shows the case of 
slanting struts. Given cp - 30°, 6 - 30°, j * 
1.8 t/m3, computed«« 54020*, %  - 2.70 m.
The struts have to be set in a way, that they 
meet in the line of action of the earth press
ure at the same point. The magnitude of forces 
acting along the struts is obtained by vectori
al resolution.

CONCLUSION.

With the aid of the presented novel theo
ry of earth pressure we are able to compute 
correctly , direction and point of attack of 
the earth mass supported at single points and 
to calculate strutting with economy but with 
safety under present conditions of timber 
shortage.

The author wishes to express his thanks 
to Mr. A. K6zdi, instructor, for his helpful 
assistance in the arrangement of the manuscript.
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